MOSELEY/KINGS HEATH QUIZ
Round 1- Famous people who were born or have lived in EITHER Moseley or Kings Heath.
1 point for identifying the person, 1 point for knowing if it’s Moseley or KH where they were
born/have lived.
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ROUND 2- Moseley/Kings Heath trivia
1. What year did McDonalds close on Kings Heath high street? 2006, 2008 or 2010.
2. Which famous Manchester band played at The Fighting Cocks in June 1983?
3. Cash Converters on York Road burned down in 2013, destroying a music venue The
Beatles once played at. What was the name of the venue?
4. Where did Carters place in the top 100 of the 2019 National Restaurant Awards? (Within
5 places.)
And for another point, yes or no: was it the only Birmingham restaurant on the list?
5. Starting from the Highbury Park entrance just before the high street and finishing at the
Shell petrol station after Sainsbury’s, how many number 50 bus stops are there on Kings
Heath high street on both sides of the road?
6. Which opened first: Loco or Sorrento Lounge?
7. The large building in Kings Heath Park is named the School of_____Training?
8. Highbury Hall was built in 1878 as a residence for which politician?
9. Which supermarket did Asda replace on Kings Heath high street in 2010?
10. Which 2 do not have a B13 postcode: Moseley Golf Club, Moseley Ashfield Cricket Club,
The Old Moseley Arms?
11. Which actor from a Birmingham-based TV series turned on Moseley’s Christmas lights in
2014? Can either give the actor or their character from that show.
12. How many bus stops are there on the 11A route between the Acocks Green Village stop
and the Kings Road/Vicarage Road stop in Kings Heath? (Within 3.) – Bear in mind that from
Acocks Green the 11A reaches Kings Heath towards the end of its outer circle route.
13. During the 2010s, Moseley C of E Primary School jointly organised a Bonfire Night
celebration with which local sports club?
14. What year did both Moseley and Kings Heath train stations close to passengers? (Within
3 years.)
What was the same reason they closed?
In August 2019, what year was given as the opening target for the new train stations.
1 point for each correct answer.

ROUND 3- Moseley/Kings Heath street name anagrams
I’ve given you street, road, lane etc as a bit of a clue.
1. FOX ROD road
2. LA PROP road
3. LIBEL LYES lane
4. NAIL EVENT road
5. HATE SOFTENER road
6. ROGER OMEN lane
7. PARKED RANT ON road
8. LI REVS street
9. WEB DIG DOOR road
10. A CAVA BALL road
11. YEAR BUMS road
12. INSTALL AS road
ROUND 4- Missing words from quotes
Fill in the missing words from these quotes from national TV shows and publications.
1 point per word.
1. Location, Location, Location, 2013: ‘Kings Heath is only a 20-minute stroll from Moseley.
It hasn’t got the _____ _____ yet, which is probably why it’s not Naomi’s number 1
location, but there are signs that this area is _____ _____ _____ .’
2. The Guardian, Let’s move to: Moseley, 2013: ‘Moseley, where you can buy a huuuuuge
_____ and _____ pile for the price of a three-bed terrace in Peckham…’
3. Fighting For Air, BBC, 2018: ‘We’re here because Kings Heath is a small suburb with a big
_____ problem.’
4. BBC article, 5 years on, 2010: ‘The _____ lasted just a few minutes but caused an
estimated _____ of damage in the Moseley, Kings Heath (areas of the city.)’

ROUND 5- Avoid the quizmaster’s answers
Give 3 correct answers to each question below to get 3 points.
However, I’ve written 3 of the most obvious answers to each question (found on the answer
sheet.)
If any of your answers are incorrect or match any of mine, you get 0 points for that
question.
My ‘obvious’ answers are admittedly subjective! So, try and think of as-obscure-as-possible
answers to be on the safer side.
E.G. If I asked for 3 bars/pubs in Kings Heath: The Hare and Hounds, The Station and The
Red Lion would probably be the most obvious. More obscure ones would be: Hop and
Scotch, Fletchers, and Grace + James.
1. 3 churches in Moseley- this is the physical buildings, not individual church groups, or
church groups within a wider congregation

2. 3 establishments (shop, company, restaurant etc.) that are in both Moseley and Kings
Heath
I.e. if there was a Superdrug in Moseley or a Pizza Express in Kings Heath, these would be
acceptable answers.

3. 3 primary schools in Kings Heath that have more than one word in their nameThe words: school, primary, and, junior, infant don’t count
(this includes schools whose websites state their address as Kings Heath, even if they’re
outside the border)
This is a tough one as there’s only 6 correct answers.

4. 3 acts that have headlined any day of the Moseley Folk Festival between 2014-2019

SCORE: /71

Tiebreaker question if you’re doing this in groups and need it:
As of the 2011 census, what is combined population of Moseley and Kings Heath? (Closest
gets the win!)
The answer is at the very bottom of the last page on the answer sheet (so no looking as you
may need it.)

